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Call To Order Yours Today! 
(866) LKQ-CORP | (866) 557-2677 or 

Scan QR code to order online at 
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p/n#: KEYDETAILBUCKET

Call To Order Yours Today! 
(866) LKQ-CORP | (866) 557-2677 or 

Scan QR code to order online at 
portal.LKQcorp.com

Monthly 
Special
August 1 - 31, 2024

Get Your Shine On! 
Keystone Platinum Refinish 

Detail Bucket

Special Offer available through 08.31.24

$69.95
PER KIT

(See reverse side for complete list of 
products included in kit)

This 5 gallon bucket contains an
assortment of our most popular 

detail products, such as 
Key Degreaser, Key Soaps, Key 
Extreme, Key Wax, towels and 

more....

All the supplies you need to clean, 
detail and shine the inside, outside, 

and wheels of your customer’s 
vehicle in one kit. 
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Call To Order Yours Today! 
(866) LKQ-CORP | (866) 557-2677 or 

Scan QR code to order online at 
portal.LKQcorp.com

Offer expires 08/31/2024

Monthly Special

PLATINUM REFINISH KEY DETAIL BUCKET
PART# KEYDETAILBUCKET BARCODE

KIT INCLUDES: 
1 - 5 GALLON BUCKET W/LID
5 - SPRAY NOZZLES 
5 - KEY BLUE MICRO FIBER TOWELS
1 EACH OF THE FOLLOWING:

                 

KEY KONDITION - VINYL DRESSING - 1 QT                     REORDER# 
KEY244-QT

KEY SUPER DEGREASER - 1 QT                                            REORDER# 
KEY310-QT

Key Kondition is a body shop safe, non-silicone, medium to high gloss 
dressing that works well on rubber and trim surfaces such as tires, 
moldings and mud flaps. It is an easy to apply self leveling dressing. Do 
not use near freshly applied painted surfaces. Apply with applicator to 
eliminate sling. 

Key Super Degreaser cuts through heavy concentrations of grease, dirt, 
oil and non-water soluble contaminants. Perfect for engine and driveline 
degreasing as well as heavy grease industrial applications. Works well to 
remove grease from tractors, forklifts and hydraulic equipment. 

KEY SOAP -  CAR WASH SOAP - 1 QT                              REORDER# 
KEY262-QT

KEY WASH & WAX SOAP - 1 QT                                           REORDER# 
KEY333-QT

Key Soap is a biodegradable, medium viscosity liquid car wash concen-
trate. Highly concentrated formula, reduction recommendation is one 
cap per gallon to avoid possible streaking. 

Key Wash N Wax removes road film and grime while rinsing off easily. 
This is the ideal product for used cars that need to look their best as it 
allows for a spot free rinsing and excellent sheeting characteristics with 
little chamois time. It also brightens chrome and glass. Lasts for 1 week 
in dry conditions. 

KEY APC - ALL PURPOSE CLEANER - 1 QT                      REORDER# 
KEY276-QT

KEY SHINE FINAL DETAIL WIPE- 1 QT                                     REORDER# 
KEY2344

Key All Purpose Cleaner is a biodegradable, non-caustic, non-butyl 
concentrate that works in numerous applications. Safe to use on paint, 
metal and fabric surfaces when diluted correctly. Safe for use on exterior 
and interior surfaces. General purpose - 10:1. White wall tires - 4:1. Inte-
rior surfaces - 12:1. 

Key Shine is a thin, lightly scented, ready to use liquid designed for use 
on chrome, plastic and painted surfaces. It will also easily remove dust, 
fingerprints, dirt as well as buffing and polishing residue without leaving 
a film - even on gloss. Great for pre-final delivery.

KEY EXTREME - WHEEL CLEANER  - 1 QT                       REORDER# 
KEY278-QT

KEY BLUE MICRO FIBER TOWELS - 5                                     REORDER# 
KEYBLUE

Key Extreme is a non-alkaline ready-to-use spray on, rinse off wheel 
cleaner. Tough on brake dust, grease and road grime. Rinses off easily 
after application. Contains brighteners specifically designed to clean 
and brighten coated aluminum and painted chrome wheels. Removes 
brake dust.

Key Blue Microfiber Towels for detail wiping included in kit. Reorders are 
sold as each.

Nozzles #KEY31

All the supplies you need to clean, detail 
and shine the inside, outside, and wheels 
of your customers vehicle in one bucket!

$69.95
PER KIT

Keystone Platinum Refinish 
Detail Bucket


